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Observation: programming a computer to be clever is harder than 
programming a computer to learn to be clever.

Intro to machine learning and deep learning 



Deep learning is causing
a machine learning revolution



“cat”

Deep Learning
Modern Reincarnation of Artificial Neural Networks
Collection of simple trainable mathematical units, organized in layers, that work together to solve 
complicated tasks

Key Benefit
Learns features from raw, heterogeneous data
No explicit feature engineering required

What’s New 
layered network architecture, 
new training math, *scale*



ConvNets
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input

Pixels:

Audio:

“Hello, how are you?”

Pixels:

output

“lion”

“How cold is it outside?”

“Bonjour, comment allez-vous?”

“A blue and yellow train 
travelling down the tracks”

functions a deep neural network can learn



But why now?
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Google Brain Team Mission:
Make Machines Intelligent. 

Improve People’s Lives.



How do we do this?
● Conduct long-term research (>200 papers, see g.co/brain & g.co/brain/papers)

○ Unsupervised learning of cats, Inception, word2vec, seq2seq, DeepDream, image 
captioning, neural translation, Magenta, ML for robotics control, ...

● Build and open-source systems like TensorFlow (see tensorflow.org and 
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow)

● Collaborate with others at Google and Alphabet to get our work into 
the hands of billions of people (e.g., Google Translate, RankBrain for Google 

Search, GMail Smart Reply, Google Photos, Google speech recognition, Waymo, …)

● Train new researchers: internships, Google Brain Residency program

● Conduct applied ML research in emerging areas where new ML 
methods will make a big difference like healthcare and robotics

http://g.co/brain
https://research.google.com/pubs/BrainTeam.html
http://tensorflow.org/
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
http://research.googleblog.com/2016/09/a-neural-network-for-machine.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RankBrain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RankBrain
https://research.googleblog.com/2015/11/computer-respond-to-this-email.html
https://research.googleblog.com/2014/09/building-deeper-understanding-of-images.html
https://research.googleblog.com/2012/08/speech-recognition-and-deep-learning.html
http://waymo.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RankBrain
http://g.co/brainresidency


Main Research Areas

● General Machine Learning Algorithms and Techniques

● Computer Systems for Machine Learning

● Natural Language Understanding

● Perception

● Healthcare
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● Music and Art Generation
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Growing Use of Deep Learning at Google

Android
Apps
drug discovery
Gmail
Image understanding
Maps
Natural language 
understanding
Photos
Robotics research
Speech
Translation
YouTube
… many others ...

Across many 
products/areas:

# of directories containing model description files



Experiment Turnaround Time and Research Productivity

● Minutes, Hours:
○ Interactive research!  Instant gratification!

● 1-4 days
○ Tolerable
○ Interactivity replaced by running many experiments in parallel

● 1-4 weeks
○ High value experiments only
○ Progress stalls

● >1 month
○ Don’t even try



Build the right tools



Open, standard software for 
general machine learning

Great for Deep Learning in 
particular

First released Nov 2015

Apache 2.0 license

http://tensorflow.org/
and

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow

http://tensorflow.org/
http://tensorflow.org/
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow


TensorFlow Goals
Establish common platform for expressing machine learning ideas and systems

Make this platform the best in the world for both research and production use

Open source it so that it becomes a platform for everyone, not just Google





TensorFlow: A Vibrant Open-Source Community 

● Rapid development, many outside contributors
○ 475+ non-Google contributors to TensorFlow 1.0
○ 15,000+ commits in 15 months
○ Many community created tutorials, models, translations, and projects

■ ~7,000 GitHub repositories with ‘TensorFlow’ in the title

● Direct engagement between community and TensorFlow team
○ 5000+ Stack Overflow questions answered
○ 80+ community-submitted GitHub issues responded to weekly

● Growing use in ML classes: Toronto, Berkeley, Stanford, ...



New-found computer vision prowess.

Often can develop a model to solve one 
problem, reuse it for other problems







We have tons of vision problems

Image search, StreetView, Satellite Imagery, 
Translation, Robotics, Self-driving Cars, 

www.google.com/sunroof

http://www.google.com/sunroof
http://www.google.com/sunroof


Medical Imaging



No DR Mild DR Moderate DR Severe DR Proliferative DR

Moderate Proliferative

Diabetic Retinopathy as a Classification Problem



Consistency: intergrader ~60%, intragrader ~65%

Ophthalmologist Graders

Patient  
Images
(1 MB)

Humans are inconsistent





Performance on par or slightly better than the median of 8 U.S. 
board-certified ophthalmologists (F-score of 0.95 vs. 0.91).
http://research.googleblog.com/2016/11/deep-learning-for-detection-of-diabetic.html

http://research.googleblog.com/2016/11/deep-learning-for-detection-of-diabetic.html
http://research.googleblog.com/2016/11/deep-learning-for-detection-of-diabetic.html


Blog: https://research.googleblog.com/2017/03/assisting-pathologists-in-detecting.html
Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.02442

https://research.googleblog.com/2017/03/assisting-pathologists-in-detecting.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.02442


ML Challenges in Pathology

150k pixels (15 Gigapixel image)

40x

❏ Extremely large images (> 100k x 100k pixels)

❏ Multiscale problem - need detail as well as context

5x

10x

20x



detail ←→ context

Multi scale model

Multiscale model

resembles microscope 
magnifications



Detecting breast cancer metastases in lymph nodes
biopsy image ground truth

(from pathologist)
model prediction

(early results)
model prediction
(current results)



Model performance compared to pathologist

our model pathologist*

Tumor localization score (FROC) 0.89 0.73

Sensitivity at 8 FP 0.92 0.73

Slide classification (AUC) 0.97 0.96

* pathologist given infinite time per image (reaching 0 FPs)

Evaluated using Camelyon16 dataset (just 270 training examples!)



Work on dermatology from 
Stanford University



Measuring live cells with
image to image regression

“Seeing More”



Enabling technology: Image to image regression

Input True Depth Predicted Depth



Depth prediction on portrait data 



Input Saturation Defocus

Applications for camera effects



Predict cellular markers 
from transmission microscopy?



Human cancer cells / DIC / nuclei (blue) 
and cell mask (green)
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Human iPSC neurons / phase contrast / 
nuclei (blue), dendrites (green), and 
axons (red)



Human iPSC neurons / phase contrast / 
nuclei (blue), dendrites (green), and 
axons (red)



Rat neurons / phase contrast / nuclei 
(blue), dendrites (green), and axons (red)



● Measure live cells that can’t be modified

● Impute labels on live cells in longitudinal 
studies to build predictors of ultimate fate

● Map the entire cellular neighborhood for 
experiments coupled to partial transfection

● Impute unlimited number of labels; no longer 
limited by microscope’s channels

Many applications



Deep learning for genomics



Recasting variant calling for deep learning

Encoding is roughly red = {A,C,G,T}; green = {quality score}; blue = {read strand}; 
alpha = {matches ref genome}

True 
SNPs

True 
Indels

False 
variants

Encode reads and reference as images Use inception-v3 to call variant genotype

Train on Genome in a Bottle sample 
using their genotype labels

Each germline WGS dataset provides 
e.g., ~3.7M labeled varaints for training:

● 215K false positives candidates 
● 2.1M true heterozygotes
● 1.3M true homozygous alternates 



99.85
99.70

98.91

DeepVariant won an award at the 2016 
PrecisionFDA competition

v2 => v3 truth set 
for unblinded 

sample

Unblinded => 
blinded sample 
with v3 truth set 

F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.



Dataset
10X Chromium 

75x WGS
PacBio raw 

reads 40x WGS
SOLID SE 85x 

WGS
Illumina 

TruSeq exome

DeepVariant
(F1 metric) 99.3% 92.7% 86.4% 96.1%

Comparator
(F1 metric) 98.2% 56.1%1 78.8%2 95.4%

Comparator 
caller Long Ranger samtools GATK ensemble

1No standard caller exists for this technology for human samples;
2Old technology without any maintained variant callers.

DeepVariant can learn to call variants in 
many sequencing technologies

http://www.10xgenomics.com/instrument/
http://www.10xgenomics.com/instrument/
http://www.10xgenomics.com/instrument/
http://www.10xgenomics.com/instrument/
http://www.pacb.com/blog/introducing-the-sequel-system-the-scalable-platform-for-smrt-sequencing/
http://www.pacb.com/blog/introducing-the-sequel-system-the-scalable-platform-for-smrt-sequencing/
http://www.pacb.com/blog/introducing-the-sequel-system-the-scalable-platform-for-smrt-sequencing/
http://www.pacb.com/blog/introducing-the-sequel-system-the-scalable-platform-for-smrt-sequencing/
http://www.egyptianbuffalo.org/
http://www.egyptianbuffalo.org/
http://www.egyptianbuffalo.org/
http://www.egyptianbuffalo.org/
http://www.gtbiotech.com.tw/products/images/MiSeq.jpg
http://www.gtbiotech.com.tw/products/images/MiSeq.jpg
http://www.gtbiotech.com.tw/products/images/MiSeq.jpg
http://www.gtbiotech.com.tw/products/images/MiSeq.jpg


Machine learning for
Predictive Tasks in Healthcare



Predictive tasks for healthcare
Given a patient’s EMR data, can we predict the future?

Deep learning methods for sequential prediction are becoming extremely good
e.g. recent improvements in Google Translation



neural (GNMT)

phrase-based (PBMT)

English 
> 

Spanish

English 
     > 

French

English 
> 

Chinese

Spanish 
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perfect translation

Neural Machine Translation

Closes gap between old system 
and human-quality translation 
by 58% to 87%

Enables better communication 
across the world

research.googleblog.com/2016/09/a-neural-network-for-machine.html

https://research.googleblog.com/2016/09/a-neural-network-for-machine.html
https://research.googleblog.com/2016/09/a-neural-network-for-machine.html


Predictive tasks for healthcare
Given a large corpus of training data of de-identified medical records, can we 
predict interesting aspects of the future for a patient not in the training set?

● will patient be readmitted to hospital in next N days?
● what is the likely length of hospital stay for patient checking in?
● what are the most likely diagnoses for the patient right now?  and why?
● what medications should a doctor consider prescribing?
● what tests should be considered for this patient?
● which patients are at highest risk for X in next month?

Collaborating with several healthcare organizations, including UCSF, Stanford, and 
Univ. of Chicago.  Have early very promising results (no public paper yet)

If your org might be interested in working with us, see contact link at bottom of:
g.co/brain/healthcare

http://g.co/brain/healthcare


Machine learning for 
Quantum Chemistry



Levels of quantum theory

Paul Dirac: “The underlying physical laws necessary for the 
mathematical theory of a large part of physics and the whole of 
chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is only 
that the exact application of these laws leads to equations 
much too complicated to be soluble.

The community has spent years developing 
approximations that can be practically applied

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ab_initio_quantum_chemistry_methods

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ab_initio_quantum_chemistry_methods
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ab_initio_quantum_chemistry_methods


https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532 and https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01212 

https://research.googleblog.com/2017/04/predicting-properties-of-molecules-with.html

To appear in
ICML 2017

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01212
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532
https://research.googleblog.com/2017/04/predicting-properties-of-molecules-with.html
https://research.googleblog.com/2017/04/predicting-properties-of-molecules-with.html


https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01212 

Basic Idea: Use New Kind of Neural Net Model to 
Approximate Really Expensive Computation

To appear in
ICML 2017

https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01212
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01212


Machine learning approximation error below DFT error

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.0553
2 

DFT/

MAD: mean average deviation
Target: Target mean average error values generally accepted as “accurate enough” by chemistry community
DFT/B3LYP: Mean average error obtained by very computationally expensive density functional theory 

simulations
 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532


Machine learning approximation error below DFT error

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.0553
2 

DFT/

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05532


Google Confidential + Proprietary (permission granted  to share within NIST)

Connectomics

Machine Learning for 
High-throughput Neuroanatomy



Connectomics: Reconstructing Neural Circuits from 
High-Resolution Brain Imaging



● 1970’s: c. elegans
300 neurons; printed photos; MRC in the UK

● 2013: retina, drosophila visual system
1000 neurons; O(gigavoxels); Max Planck Institute, MIT, HHMI

● In progress: mouse cortical column, whole drosophila brain, song-bird
<100,000 neurons; O(teravoxels); Harvard, HHMI, Allen Institute, MPI

● Machines now being designed & built for whole mouse brain
100,000,000 neurons; O(petavoxels)

Connectomics Timeline



Automated Reconstruction Progress at Google

Flood Filling Networks

Metric: Expected Run Length (ERL) 
“mean microns between failure” of automated neuron tracing



mouse cortex (AIBS)
fly (HHMI)

whole mouse brain (MPI)

primates

songbird [100 µm]^3
(MPI)

log scale

Automated Reconstruction Progress at Google

Metric: Expected Run Length (ERL) 
“mean microns between failure” of automated neuron tracing



● Classical segmentation pipeline:
○ Predict local image boundaries (edge detectors [‘70s] → SVMs [‘00s] → deep learning [today]).
○ Discrete graph partitioning (watershed, connected components, etc.) without machine learning.
○ Agglomeration of “superpixels” using classifier or heuristics.

Convolutional 
Network

 Graph 
Partitioning

Classical Approach

● Issues with classical approach:
○ Lack of end-to-end training; certain steps not differentiable.
○ Pipeline complexity.
○ Graph partitioning procedure is very brittle and impoverished.

 Superpixel
Agglomeration



● Start with a seed point
● Recurrent neural network iteratively 

fills out an object based on image 
content and its own previous 
predictions   

New Technology: Flood Filling Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.00421

2d Inference

https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.00421
https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.00421


Flood Filling Networks: 3d Inference



● Application: songbird brain imaged 
by Max Planck Institute for 
Neurobiology using serial block 
face scanning electron microscopy

● 10,600 ⨉ 10,800 ⨉ 5,700 voxels = 
~600 billion voxels

● Successful reconstruction of the 
wiring diagram will test specific 
hypotheses related to how 
biological nervous systems produce 
precise, sequential motor behaviors 
and perform reinforcement 
learning.

Courtesy Jorgen Kornfeld & Winfried Denk, MPI



Confidential + Proprietary

~ 100 µm (10,000 voxels)

Flood Filling Networks: 3d Inference



Confidential + Proprietary

Flood Filling Networks: 3d Inference



Confidential + Proprietary

Flood Filling Networks: 3d Inference



Confidential + Proprietary

Flood Filling Networks: 3d Inference



Automated machine learning 
(“learning to learn”)



Current:
Solution = ML expertise + data + computation



Current:
Solution = ML expertise + data + computation

Can we turn this into:
Solution = data + 100X computation

???



Early encouraging signs

Trying multiple different approaches:

(1) Reinforcement learning-based architecture search
(2) Model architecture evolution



Idea: model-generating model trained via RL

(1) Generate ten models
(2) Train them for a few hours
(3) Use loss of the generated models as reinforcement 

learning signal

Appeared earlier this year  
at ICLR 2017 in France

arxiv.org/abs/1611.01578



CIFAR-10 Image Recognition Task



“Normal” LSTM cell

Cell discovered by 
architecture search

Penn Tree Bank Language Modeling Task



More computational power is needed

Deep learning is transforming how we 
design computers



Special computation properties
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Special computation properties



Tensor Processing Unit
Custom Google-designed chip for 
neural net computations

In production use for >24 months: used on every 
search query, for neural machine translation,
for AlphaGo match, …



Tensor Processing Unit v2

Google-designed device for neural net training and inference

Revealed last month at Google I/O



Google’s 2nd-gen TPU:

● 180 teraflops
● 64 GB of ultra-high-bandwidth memory
● Designed for training and inference
● Designed to be connected together





TPU Pod 
64 2nd-gen TPUs

11.5 petaflops
4 terabytes of memory

2-D toroidal mesh network



8 devices (32 chips, 1/8th of a 64-TPU-pod)
trains one of our machine translation models

4x faster
than 32 of the best commercially-available GPUs



Will be Available through Google Cloud
Cloud VM with TPU - virtual machine w/180 TFLOPS TPUv2 device attached

Programmed via TensorFlow
New Estimator interface being added to TF 1.2

Same program will run with only minor 
modifications on CPUs, GPUs, & TPUs



Making 1000 Cloud VMs with TPUs available for free to top researchers who 
are committed to open machine learning research

Total of 180 PFLOPS: More raw FLOPS than #1 supercomputer in the world
g.co/tpusignup 

TensorFlow Research 
Cloud (TFRC)

http://g.co/tpusignup
http://g.co/tpusignup
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Deep neural networks and machine learning are starting to 
produce significant breakthroughs in healthcare and basic 
science

If you’re not considering how to use deep neural nets to solve 
your problems, you almost certainly should be
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Conclusions
Deep neural networks and machine learning are starting to 
produce significant breakthroughs in healthcare and basic 
science

If you’re not considering how to use deep neural nets to solve 
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Thank you! Questions?

More info:
g.co/brain and g.co/brain/healthcare and research.google.com

http://g.co/brain
http://g.co/brain/healthcare
http://research.google.com
http://g.co/brain

